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Introduction 

Quantification of holdup, the residual nuclear material remaining in process equipment, has long been 
a challenge to those who work with nuclear material accounting systems. Fortunately, nuclear material 
has spontaneous penetrating radiation emissions that can be measured. If gamma ray measurements 
can be made, it is easy to determine what isotope the holdup deposit contains. Unfortunately, it can be 
quite difficult to relate this measured signal to an estimate of the mass of the nuclear deposit. 
Typically, the measurement expert must work with incomplete or inadequate information to determine 
a quantitative result. Simplified analysis models, the distribution of the nuclear material, the 
intervening attenuators, background(s), and the source-to-detector distance(s) can have significant 
impacts on the quantitative result. 

The quality of the quantitative assay result is intrinsically part of the result and must be understood 
and held by any system or person making use of the quantitative results. Measurement quality is 
often divided between two descriptors: precision and bias. Specifically, the uncertainty in the 
measurement results can be divided into two categories. Precision is used to describe the 
reproducibility or random error component, while bias is used to describe the systematic error 
component or the concept of “average difference from truth.” 

As the Department of Energy (DOE) complex undergoes decommissioning and even demolition of 
some of its facilities, new opportunities arise for obtaining precision and bias estimates for holdup 
measurements. A comparison of measurement results with cleanout values or with alternative 
measurement techniques provides information about bias of, while replicate measurements provide 
information about the precision of holdup measurements. Unlike other nondestructive assay 
measurements (WA), counting statistics are typically not the primary source of measurement error, 
consequently propagation of error calculations based on counting statistics generally underestimate the 
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uncertainty in holdup measurement results. This paper reviews the documentation of the precision and 
bias of holdup measurements'-23 and presents previously unreported results. 

This compilation of experience from the last two decades for special nuclear material ( S M )  
processing facilities demonstrates the quality of measurements of SNM process holdup. This 
compilation may be useful in future dec:isions regarding allocation of measurement resources. 

Brief Statement of the Measurement Issues 

First we review the differences between holdup measurements and other measurements used for the 
accountability of SNM. For other accountability measurements, an important objective is to control 
parameters which can impact the quality of the measurement results. Generally this is accomplished to 
a level such that precision rather than bias dominates the measurement uncertainty. However for 
holdup measurements, the measurement expert is presented with a black box and limited tools and 
time with which to examine it. The unkniown characteristics of the measurement situation are: 

e the chemical form of the SNM, 
the location of the SNM, 

e the distribution (extent and thickness) of the SNM is unknown, 
e the SNM-todetector distance, 
e the type and thickness of intervening attenuators, and 
0 the location of background sources. 

Typically, the holdup measurement experrt is expected to generate a result without spending adequate 
resources to clarify the measurement sihlation. Consequently, Udiie most other measurement 
situations, bias effects tend to dominate ,the uncertainty for holdup measurements. The measurement 
expert will gather as much information ZLS possible, but typically must estimate some parameters. 

The Best Possible Results 

The best precision and bias one might expect for holdup measurements performed by a variety of 
personnel are found in measurements of simulated holdup such as those performed in the following 
training situations: 

1. The SNM loading is well known, the simulated holdup is actually well characterized reference 
materials placed inside uncontanlinated pipes, ducts, and equipment. 

2. The students have more time andl resources than in actual facility measurements. They have 
ready access to suitable reference materials, accessories to help make the measurements, 
instructors to ask questions of, and high-quality stable measurement equipment. 

3. The instructors assist and mentor the students. Specifically, the instructors know the correct 
result. They encourage the students to stay with a specific measurement until the students 
consider most of the concepts that are expected to be important. 

4. The students work in pairs, with one instructor for every 2-3 pairs of students. 
5 .  The seminar presents a simplified approach to calibration and assay of unknowns, the 

"generalized geometry holdup" measurement approach." 

The following tables were generated from 4 years of seminars, with about 24 attendees per year - 
this implies almost 45 pairs of students rnaking measurements. The measurements are made with 
shielded, collimated NaI(Tl) detectors, using portable electronics. The analysis uses two regions-of- 
interest (ROIs) to determine the net count rate within an energy region. For most measurements 



counting statistics of 5% or better, often better than 1%, are achieved despite using count times of the 
order of 10 s. The measurement teams perform the calculations manually. The tables list results for 
holdup assays of items containing highly enriched uranium (HEU), plutonium, and low enriched 
uranium (LEU). The reference value is the result the students are attempting to achieve, the actual 
value is the true SNM loading, number refers to the number of measurement teams who measured that 
specific item. 

Some observations about these simulated holdup measurement results include the following: 

1. the relative standard deviation ranges from 10% to 50%, 
2. the average result divided by the reference value ranges from 50% low to 50% high, with a 

slight clustering around unity, and 
3. longer counting times with better counting statistics will not improve the measurement 

uncertainty. 

Table III. Results form Holdup Training Seminar: 

ID Steel A1 Pipe Rect Large Pipe Slab HEPA UF6 
(LEU) 

Pipe Duct Annular Array Tank Filter Cylinder 
Tank 

Ref. kg *%U 4.44 1.86 5.33 7.1 2.89 4.44 2.2 12 
Number 4 3 6 7 1 4 6 3 
Average 4.73 1.24 2.4 1 17.31 0.72 4.51 2.66 9.2 1 
Std dev. 1.62 0.31 0.67 1.60 2.00 0.86 0.33 
Avg./ref. 1.07 0.67 0.45 2.44 0.25 1.02 1.21 0.77 
Rel. std dev. 0.34 0.25 0.28 0.09 0.44 I 0.32 0.04 



Considering that the attendees were presented with 
0 measurement items that were well isolated in a low-background environment; 
0 high quality reference materials for both calibration and periodic verification of the calibration; 

Operator Pipe Array V-Blender 11 0.93 t 0.05 1.41 rt 0.10 

0 lectures followed by assistance in determining suitable measurement geometries, measurement 
directions, and source-to-detector distances; 

A1 Pipe Steel Pipe Floor Spot Rectangular 

1.12 t0.07 
1.12 k 0.10 1.07 k 0.09 0.91 k 0.02 

Duct 
1.10 k 0.10 1.00 f 0.08 1.07 rt 0.10 

1.08 rt 0.08 

0 plenty of time to evaluate, discuiss, and perform the measurement; and 
0 continual assistance from instructors who know the true answer; 

it is difficult to believe the attendees could perform measurements as well at their own facilities. In 
addition, many of these school exercises take into account the SNM self-absorption, something that is 
difficult to detect or correct for in actual\ facility measurements. This explains the differences between 
the reference mass and the actual mass in the tables above. In short, holdup measurement 
uncertainties should not ever be expectcd to be better than 10?&50%. 

Improving Results with Automation 

In addition to the manual mode discusst:d above, data have been collected during some training 
exercises using an automated system. H[oldyt Measurement System version 2 (HMSII) is a database 
developed for use at the OFWL Y-12 Planti In demonstrations for the training seminars, the 
database was configured, including specification of measurement locations and geometries, a 
uniform source-to-detector distance was selected, and seminar attendees observed or used the system 
to perform measurements. 

Table lV lists the results obtained by two operators in the HEU holdup training seminar, each of 
whom performed five measurements of each item with the automated HMSII system. Typical count 
times were 10 seconds per data acquisition; one item included 8 distinct data acquisitions. 

I Table IV. Replicate Measurement Rtsults, Using Automation, by Two Operators I 

The major difference between these automated results and the previous manual results is that the 
standard deviations are much smaller for the automated measurements. We would expect the standard 
deviations to be smaller for repkate measurements because there should be less variation in the 
source-to-detector positioning and in the selection of the measurement geometry. 

Table V lists the HEU measurement resi~lts obtained with automation when each measurement is 
performed by different operators, such as seminar attendees. The number of measurements per item 
in each year varied from 2 to 17, except for the case of single measurements (where no uncertainty is 
given). 

Table VI lists measurement results, using automation, for simulated plutonium holdup. 

AI1 of the results listed above, both manual and automated, assume that the self-shielding of the 
holdup deposits have been taken into account. This is an optimistic assumption. In general, it is very 



difficult to detect or even estimate self-shielding of the SNM deposits when making low-resolution 
holdup measurements in the facility. Therefore, facility holdup measurement results could well be 
worse than these results, biased low due to self-absorption of the measured gamma-rays in the SNM. 
These results do support the general opinion that holdup measurements can have measurement biases 
no better than the order of 10%50% under ideal conditions. In addition, it seems that measurement 
precision can be reduced to 15% or better with the help of automation. 

Table V. Measurement Results with Automation Compared to Reference Value 

Class Year Pipe Array V-Blender A1 Pipe Steel Pipe Floor Spot 

1992 0.92f0.06 1.49f0.18 1.13f0.06 1.02f0.10 0.92f0.09 
1993 0.98 +- 0.04 1.05 1.11 f 0.04 1.04 f 0.04 1.03 f 0.02 
1994 0.87 f 0.15 1.05 f 0.18 0.97 f 0.07 0.92 & 0.06 
1995 0.87f0.06 1.19k0.12 0.85f0.11 0.91 20.05 0.99fO.01 

I Rectangular 
Duct 

1.05 zk 0.06 

. Measurement Results, Using Automation, by One Team of Operators 

Slab Tank - 25 cm 82.1 51.44 C 6.8 0.63 0.13 27 
Pump - 75 cm 54.0 45.51 C 5.2 0.84 0.1 1 27 

Results Obtained in Actual Facility Measurements 

Several sets of holdup measurement results have been reported by facilities. Many more examples 
exist, but they have not been documented in the public domain. In the author’s experience, these 
values for measurement uncertainties are consistent with the quality one expects to find in facility 
holdup measurements. 

It is generally accepted that the best way to certify holdup measurement quality is to perform cleanout 
and recovery of the SNM in the equipment.= A few examples have been reported. In most cases it is 
assumed that the cleanout value has the smaller measurement uncertainty, but sometimes no 
information is offered to substantiate that assumption. Sometimes the measurement method used to 
determine the recovery value is not specified, the relevant measurement uncertainty almost never is. 
There are several documented cases where the cleanout included more or less SNM (or equipment) 
than covered in the holdup measurement. In short, it can be difficult to draw rigorous conclusions 
from comparisons with cleanout and recovery values. Appropriate planning and care in the cleanout 
execution, with attention to the objective of certifying the holdup measurement quality, helps to 
prevent mistakes that reduce the usefulness of the result. 

It is the author’s opinion that holdup measurements require more technical oversight and 
understanding of the measurement principles than other measurement methods. Both destructive and 
nondestructive measurements in an analytical laboratory or in a count room are more consistent, 



require less operator expertise, and are more tolerant of operator mistakes. By their very nature, other 
measurement methods include sample preparation, limit their application to suitable samples, and 
attempt control over parameters that infliuence the quality of the result. Holdup measurements often 
have little or no sample preparation, little or no limits on their applicability, nor control of parameters 
that can cause bias. 

Reported experience with plutonium measurements in facilities varies from situations with 
measurement errors similar to those obtained in the training seminars to factor of 10 differences 
between the measurement and the best estimate of the true value. Results have been reported that are 
both much higher and much lower than the best estimate. Table VII summarizes some holdup 
measurement experience in plutonium processing facilities. 

The recommendations (lessons learned) include: 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

clean out as much as possible before measurements, short of disassembly (this assumes cost 
of disassembly exceeds cost of measurements); 
minimize intervening attenuators (partial disassembly is often worth the cost); 
maximize choices for distance selection and viewing angles by removing shrouds; 
move or shield other sources (reduce background); 
cleanup the immediate area, suclh as floor sweepings or viewing ports for the detector, change 
out glove box gloves if the detector views through them, especially if detector-glove distance 
is small (reduce background); 
allow access to quality calibration materials (and transmission sources); 
measure background carefully and frequently, distinguish between signal from item being 
measured and other sources; 
avoid measuring a small signal in the presence of large background. Biases of an order of 
magnitude have been reported, credited with this justification; 
note manv of the reported results; indicate biases c 20%: 

10. underskd the lim& of the detector shield and collimator, 
1 1. verify assumptions about geometry or intervening attenuators if possible, especially when 

12. scan to evaluate assumptions of imniformiv; 
13. talk with process operators befoxe, after, and during measurements to gain useful information; 
14. spend more time on the largest deposits (often but not always the “hot spots”); and 
15. evaluate operator input. While pirocess operators are valuable sources of information; they 

may not believe high holdup values. This situation requires tact and diplomacy. 

relying on simple geometric modlels; 

It is generally believed that it is easier to measure plutonium holdup rather than uranium because the 
energy of the gamma rays is higher and plutonium is typically handled in smaller batches. 
Unfortunately, the higher radiation emission rates from plutonium often require additional shielding 
and containment. Consequently, the precision and bias for plutonium holdup measurements in many 
instances is not very different from that observed in measurements of HEU. 



Table VII. A Comparison Between Holdup Measurements and Reference 

2735 I 3126 I 0.87 
2090 4175 0.50 
926 I 1105 I 0.84 
85 1 920 0.93 

I 41 I 36 I 1.14 I 

I I I 150 1 24 1.21 I 

473 343 1.38 
1723 1317 1.31 
3376 2579 1.31 

na I na I 0.50 
na na 0.47 

na I na I 1.30 
na na 0.90 

na I na I 1.57 
na na 1.46 

I I na I 1.56 na I 

na na 1.00 
I354 2183 0.62 



Reported experience with measuremenE; of HEU in facilities varies from situations with measurement 
errors similar to those obtained in the training seminars to factor of 7 between the measurement and 
the NDA measurement of the true value. Results have been reported that are both much higher and 
much lower than the best estimate. Tablle Vm summarizes some holdup measurement experience in 
HEU processing facilities. 

VI3.I. A Comparison Between Holdup Measurements and Reference 
Values For HEU Processing Plants 

Measured Value AssaytReference 
1.18 
0.79 p-t-1 
0.14 

Average = 0.70 
Std. Dev. = 0.44 

Recommendations (lessons learned) include concepts similar to those stated above for plutonium 
measurements and the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5.  

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

consider effects of attenuation. Since the uranium gamma ray used most often has a lower 
energy, it is attenuated more sevcrely than the plutonium signal for the same intervening 
materials; 
consider self-attenuation by the uranium in the deposit, especially if there is a possibility for 
metallic chemical forms; 
clean out as much as possible, short of disassembly (this assumes cost of disassembly 
exceeds cost of measurements); 
minimize intervening attenuators (partial disassembly is often worth the cost); 
perform more measurements (higher sampling rate) with shorter counting times than a few 
measurements with long counting times; 
holdup is rarely the dominant tenm in the ID or sigma(ID) expression for operating facilities; 
the wide analysis region ( 16 1-2 1 1 keV) used in low-resolution measurements makes 
attenuation corrections susceptible to errors from gamma-ray buildup; 
low resolution measurements can be biased if the presence of other radioisotopes is not 
properly accounted for; and 
we noted many reported results indicated bias e 20%. On the other hand, when large bias was 
reported, it was generally discovered by accident. 

There has been less experience with holdup measurements for LEU facilities because of the lower 
value (strategic and monetary) of the SNM. Experience with measurements of LEU in facilities varies 
from situations with measurement errors similar to those obtained in the training seminars to factor of 
3 between the measurement and the best estimate of the true value. Results have been reported that are 
both much higher and much lower than the NDA measurement. Holdup measurements in LEU 
facilities have had even fewer resources, been made under much tighter time constraints, and must 
contend with larger equipment. Larger quantities of 238U suggest the possibility of using the 1001 keV 
from the 234Pa daughter. But the lower einission rate per gram of uranium offsets the improved 
penetrability of the higher gamma-ray energy. Table IX summarizes some holdup measurement 
experience in LEU processing facilities. 



Table IX. A Comparison Between Holdup Measurements and Reference Values 
for LEU Processing Plants 

Measured Value Reference Assay/Reference 
181 183 0.99 
227 235 0.97 
28.4 27.9 1.02 
25.2 27.6 0.9 I 
8.7 8.7 1 .oo 
15.9 14.3 1-11 
540 562 0.96 
560 617 0.9 1 
633 641 0.99 
630 60 1 1.05 
365 407 0.90 
16.7 17.1 0.98 
13.7 14.8 0.93 
542 546 0.99 
538 512 1.05 

674 669 I .01 
48 1 441 1.09 
100 64 1.56 

Average = 1.02 
Std. Dev. = 0.14 

+ 

Recommendations (lessons learned) include: 

1. verify the material is in secular equilibrium if using a gamma ray emitted from the daughter; 
2. LEU measurements are often made in units of kg, with results similar to HEU measurements 

in units of g (loo0 times less sensitive); 
3. at lo0 1 keV, the density of gamma-ray absorbers is more important than the atomic number 

(The mass attenuation coefficient varies by perhaps a factor of 3 for all materials rather than 
orders of magnitude as at 186 keV.); 

4. the practice of shifting negative numbers to zero (before or after summation or calculation of 
mass) causes a positive bias in the results; 

5. incorrect background assessment can bias results high or low; and 
6. calibration for LEU can be more challenging than for HEU or plutonium, because of the low 

emissivity of 1001 keV gamma rays, causing self-absorption effects during calibration with 
large pieces of LEU. 

Experience with the need to measure the enrichment (='U abundance) in enrichment plants has also 
led to unexpected results. Relative measurement uncertainties ranged from 0.2% to 40% in one 
report. Recommendations (lessons learned) include: 



1. if the measurement technique requires secular equilibrium, be sure it exists and 
2. the problem of insufficient uranium causes inadequate counting statistics, raising the 

sensitivity to background effects or other sources of enor. 

Phase 1 

GeometrvMociel 

The authors believe that the experiences reported above apply to all isotopes. If more experience was 
documented, the lessons learned from the different isotopes would eventually list identical factors, 
except for issues like secular equilibrium. The authors also suspect that the measurement uncertainties 
would be similiar for all istotapes. No experience with automation in facility holdup measurements 
has yet been reported. 

Systematic (%) Random (96) 
c1 1 
2 6 

80 < I  

Another Approach to Actual Facility Measurements 

Phase II 

In the interest of saving time and money, one facility embarked on a campaign that attempted to 
minimize bias in holdup measurements. The initial resource estimate for the holdup measurement 
campaign using subject matter experts to perform the field work was at least an order of magnitude 
higher than the facility operators felt was appropriate. Management made a decision to accept upper 
limits for the holdup in several buildings from a less skilled measurement team operating under the 
supervision of subject matter experts. Management decided that positive bias (overstating the SNM 
value) was acceptable as long as there was high confidence that there was no negative bias 
(understating quantities or not measuring some of the holdup locations). This approach relied heavily 
on sampling, scanning for hot spots, and was supported with a significant cleanout (D&D) effort. It is 
possible that the cost of the cleanout and recovery effort ended up exceeding the original cost estimate 
for the holdup measurement campaign. Two levels of measurements were performed. Phase I was 
predominately scanning measurements made at contact using portable health physics hardware that 
searched for the hot spots and provided relative values. Phase XI was a mixed effort to quantify the 
amounts of holdup which included some quantitative measurements for selected locations (that relied 
on generalized geometry models) and a large number of relative measurements. The following 
breakdown of uncertainty estimates wa; reported. 

Counting Statistics <1 5 
Repeatability <1 1.4 
GeometrvModel 

Tabie of Phase I and Phase II Estimated Uncertainties, 1 rel. std. dev. I 

Distance 
Width 
Nonlinearity 

Calibration 

1 
~~ ~~ ~ 1- Uncertaintv 

8 8 
e1 18 
<1 <1 
3.8 <1 

Several lessons learned were documented in the report of this activity: 

1, the bias (ratio) between the semiquantitative and the quantitative measurement results was 
discovered to vary widely, from 1.37: 1 to 1:6.2. The largest problem reported was that some 



2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

measurements were made with the health physics unit discriminator set to count above a threshold 
instead of in an energy window; 
it was assumed that the equipment attenuation corrections were always small, therefore making a 
negligible contribution to the overall erroc 
the overall uncertainties were estimated to be 36% or greater; 
despite indications that some systematic errors canceled each other, the analysis assumed 
systematic errors were additive; and 
the value of a brief initial survey based on count rates to assess the problem followed up by 
careful planning before the quantitative campaign was demonstrated. 

Summary 

In general, the random error component of holdup measurements is less than the systematic error 
component. Contrary to other NDA methods, counting statistics are generally a less interesting or 
even an insignificant source of error. The factor that is a more likely candidate for causing 
measurement error is the making of incorrect assumptions about the measurement; such as 
assumptions about background, measurement geometry, or the attenuators of the measured signal. 
Measurement precision on the order of 10% can be achieved, but not without some difficulty. 
Automation, as it becomes avaiIable, should make better precision easier to maintain for periodic 
remeasurement programs. While perhaps most of the holdup measurements made have biases in the 
100/0-50% range, some results are biased as much as an order of magnitude. 

When large biases are discovered, efforts are made to diagnose the causes, to identify similar 
situations that might also be susceptible to bias, and to avoid similar situations in the future. But the 
limited resources typically applied to holdup measurements suggest that some level of bias is 
acceptable. Input from the facility operator, training, modification of procedures, and technical peer 
review help reduce the incidence rate of large biases. Building a cooperative collaboration between the 
facility operators, the holdup subject matter experts, and the measurement teams seems to provide 
extensive benefits by reducing measurement bias and resource needs. When additional effort is 
expended performing holdup measurements, if it consists merely of additional data collection, the 
quality of the results might actually degrade. If the additional effort includes technical review and 
analysis by subject matter experts, the quality of the results might improve. After an initial substantial 
effort by subject matter experts, it is the opinion of the authors that application of additional resources 
towards performing holdup measurements should generally be expected to follow the law of 
diminishing returns. At some point, additional effort generates very little additional improvement. 
This point can be reached much earlier for holdup measurements than for other analytical methods. 

In most, if not all instances, the bias of poor quality holdup measurements can be improved. 
However, there is reluctance to allocate resources to reduce measurement bias, especially since there 
is rarely an indication which measurements have a significant bias. This is easily understood if one 
considers that not many industries spend large amounts of resources measuring their waste, discards, 
or holdup. The nuclear industry may be unique in this particular allocation of resources. Many 
holdup measurements are made on small quantities of nuclear material. Poor precision or large bias in 
these results is of little consequence and therefore acceptable. If the holdup measurements are used to 
demonstrate that the facility holdup inventory is static, then bias is of little consequence as long as it is 
consistent. Perhaps half of the measurement results have a small or acceptable level of bias. 
Therefore the more important issue might be to identify which measurements might be biased. 
Indiscriminate selection of measurement locations for further activity may well be a fruitless 
expenditure of resources. In most cases for operating facilities, even if holdup measurements are 
biased by a factor of 3, the quantity of material is too small to have a significant impact on either the 
inventory difference, its sigma, or safety (criticality, radiation, or environmental). While for static 
facilities, or decommissioning, even if the holdup component of the inventory is biased, the ID or 
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change in inventory is not susceptible tcp such a bias. Consequently, since a return on the investment 
is in no way guaranteed, it is diffcult to justify the allocation of more resources to the problem of 
holdup measurements. 
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